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Chapter 1: The Pre-Production Design Process
1.1: Lighting Design Concept Statement
We open on four men sitting at a train station in the bitter harsh light of
day. The white-hot midday sun’s rays flatten their features and wash out the
dilapidated town behind them. They represent Gullen, a destitute town cast in the
repulsively flat washed out glow of acidic greens and pale yellows. Their hopes
hinge on Claire Zachanassian, a wealthy heiress cast in the heavenly golden light
of everything the townspeople wish and want for. She appears as if by magic, but
does little to immediately affect the unpleasantly bleak environment of the town.
Later, in the forest’s softly shady atmosphere, pale greens caress Claire and
Anton’s faces and isolate the couple as they reminisce about their youth and
former tryst. Back in the town, the promise of a prosperous future hangs in the air
and is reflected in the cheery glow Claire has brought to the Golden Apostle.
When Claire quickly turns the tables and demands Anton’s death, the light twists
to isolate her in an unnatural blindingly bright, pale yellow beam.
The town stands with him but the promise of wealth breathes new life into
the stagnant town, manifesting in a shift in color. Neon yellows begin to cut
through the desolate haze that had enveloped the town for so long. It highlights
the town peoples’ conflict between what they know is right and they want. As the
panther hunt takes place, saturate neon yellow color begins to sneak into even the
most innocuous places. Sensing his impending doom, Anton attempts to leave
Gullen. In the train station, comically exaggerated shadows arise behind him,
disappearing as he turns to face them and increasing his paranoia. Everywhere he
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turns, the familiar becomes a twisted exaggeration, shadows marring the faces of
his former friends and allies.
Neon yellows and greens pervade the town as it turns on Anton. The
tasteless color finds itself into every part of the town. Not even the forest is safe;
the comforting atmosphere has morphed into an eerie imitation of what it was
before. Anton faces his fate, standing in front of a jury of his peers. Grotesque
shadows exaggerate their features from below as they creep closer. As they reach
the vote, the lights cut to complete darkness. Lit from within, a throng of people
surrounds Anton, their actions and faces indiscernible in the darkness. Slowly, the
lights rise. The doctor stands dim afterglow and announces that Anton has died of
joy, solidifying the town’s people’s complicity and concealing their guilt. With a
sudden pop, the neon yellow overpowers everything as it surrounds the now
wealthy townspeople in a garish neon yellow glow.
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1.2: View Point
In preparation for our early design meetings, Brian asked the design team
to come up with short viewpoint statements. I used this statement to help me think
about the conflicts I could use to inform the lighting design:

The Visit opens on a seemingly normal, although destitute, town. Their
hope is tied to the visit and benevolence of a wealthy heiress. When the heiress,
Claire, gives them an ultimatum, the townspeople must decide between doing
what’s ethical and their own self-interest. Are the townspeople simply righting an
old wrong with the added outcome that they’ll be pulled from poverty? Or are
these people making an unethical decision in their own interest and using the
guise of justice to rationalize their actions? Moreover, who is truly at fault here?
Should the blame lie with Claire, purely seeking justice or Anton, who committed
the wrong doing in the first place? The piece looks at mob mentality and how
society’s ethics can change and affect personal morality, in this case not for the
better. The conflict is between personal morality vs. societal ethics and how a
society’s ethics can change given the right incentive, in this case, money.

As I considered the conflicts and the direction we were taking the play, I
went back and forth over whether Anton or Claire was the villain of this story. I
was immediately sympathetic to Claire, but found myself wavering between her
and Anton. The fact that the audience’s, and my own, support wavers between
two imperfect characters speaks to the strength of Durrenmatt’s writing.
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Ultimately I think I unintentionally decided that the townspeople were the villains
and linked that to the overpowering use of neon yellow in the piece.
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1.3: Research Plates
1.3.1: Colorful German Expressionism
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1.3.2: Acid Yellows and Greens
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1.3.3: Muted Surrealism and Passive Dusty Colors
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1.3.4: Gritty Realism and The Ashcan School

8

1.4: Design Meetings
Design meetings for this production started as early as January. In addition
to the formal departmental meetings, we also had a series of longer meetings with
just the design and directing teams. At these meetings we explored a wide variety
of ideas, images, sounds, videos, references, and really anything that could be
used to inform the piece. Below are some of my notes from initial meetings:
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Interestingly enough, without consulting with each other, most of the
design team immediately pulled from German Expressionism. In general, the
playwright’s Swiss nationality, combined with the historical post-war period in
which this play was written, drew the design team to the grotesque and
exaggerated nature of German Expressionist art. I was drawn to that genre
because of the odd, surreal and slightly dark takes on common subjects. I also
liked the colors of the images. Many of these artists were able to combine colors
that should not be compatible and find a balance and harmony between them. I
think because we had all pulled research that was similar, we found ourselves on
the same page (or at least in the same chapter) very quickly. It made it easy to find
a way for all of the design elements to fit together and work to support what Brian
had in mind for the larger concept of the show. In the first few weeks, we found
ourselves going through idea after idea, but ultimately I think that we ended up
landing pretty close to some of the initial ideas. I really enjoyed these meetings. I
felt comfortable enough in this team to suggest and comment on design choices,
scenic, projections, and even costumes, that I maybe wouldn’t have normally.
Jeremy, the projection designer, and I talked about how we could help each other
out and use projections and lighting to accomplish some of the same ideas in
10

different ways. Sarah Beth, the scenic designer, and I had many conversations
about the practical fixtures and where we could utilize them in the set. We also
talked about how visible and present lighting instruments were going to be in the
space and whether they should be period or not. It was nice to be included so
completely in the scenic design and I think without that early collaboration, we
wouldn’t have set ourselves up to be as successful as we were with integrating the
two elements. The discussion we had early about my idea to add an angled
lighting position upstage of the set was instrumental to the language of the show
and the tone of my interactions with Sarah Beth throughout the process. Sarah
Beth was very open to the truss. It became a major force visually and
conceptually and its presence grew throughout the show. I felt the productive
conversations we had early on in the development of the design helped us develop
shorthand to use throughout the process and a solid collaborative view of the
piece as a whole.
In addition to the meetings we had, I also did some of my own research
into the play itself and our playwright, Friedrich Durrenmatt. In my research, I
came across the following quotes that I found interesting and informative:
“In Mr. Durrenmatt’s universe, God is not dead but has not
withdrawn from mankind, and his supreme indifference is
manifest in the universal absence of justice.”
-Ernst Pawel
Times Book Review, 1989
“The most important task of the contemporary theatre was to
educate the playgoer: “To show him on the stage his foolishness,
blindness, his lack of judgement. He himself must see in the heros
of the play that his own behavior is often wrong.”
- Friedrich Durrenmatt
Interview with the Christian Science Monitor, 1970
11

“Everything has a price. Put the price high enough and society can
find a way to make murder moral.”
- Brooks Atkinson
New York Times Review of The Visit
These quotes helped me to get a better grasp on what conflicts
have stood the test of time and narrow in on what I was responding to in
the piece. I think that Durrenmatt’s quote about the task of contemporary
theatre was especially interesting and helpful as I considered how we
were interacting with the audience. It also made me think about how we
were maintaining Durrenmatt’s vision for the piece while bringing the
show into a context that made sense for our specific audience.

With this show’s process spanning the course of the summer, we needed
to have a few meetings in July and early August, many of which I called into.
These meetings were intended to be more production meetings than design
meetings, but we did end up making some design decisions and altering some
minor ideas during those conversations. In addition to the group meetings, I also
had one on one conversations with Brian, Sarah Beth, and Jeremy. The
conversations with Brian were two-fold; we discussed design choices and the plot
with Brian serving as my director and as my advisor. As my director, we talked
about specific moments in the show and the overall concept. As my advisor, we
talked about the ideas in the plot and how I could get outside of my normal easy
choices. Sarah Beth and I talked about masking and practical placement, while
Jeremy and I discussed projector placement in relation to where the booms were
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going to be on deck so we could flag any conflicts early. Jeremy and I also
discussed ways for lighting and projection to work together in specific moments.
Based on some tests we did in the light lab, we decided it was going to be better
for Jeremy to handle the shadows almost exclusively. We also discovered that he
would be able to control the color of those surfaces better than I could without
washing out the shadows. Below are some of my notes from one of our summer
meetings:
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1.5: Anticipated Equipment Requests
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Chapter 2: The Production Process
2.1: Crafting the Lighting Ideas
Many of the lighting ideas in this piece relied heavily on scenic choices
and my collaboration with Sarah Beth. I felt very lucky to have been as involved
in the scenic design process as I was. We knew lighting and a sense of chaos and
unpredictability were going to play a major part in this production, so Sarah Beth
and I kept up a constant dialogue about what ideas she was considering as she
began to make scenic decisions. When the scenic design solidified, I began to
look at how I could support my lighting concept with what we had landed on. I
knew the front of house bridges were going present a challenge with where they
were in relation to the traditional front of house hanging positions. The
combination of the bridges front of house and the distance the stage deck was
going to be protruding into the audience meant I needed to consider adding nontraditional positions to achieve some of the angles I wanted. I knew a front of
house overhead truss position was going to be invaluable to achieve some
semblance of continuity between the quality of light upstage of the proscenium
and on the apron. The asymmetry of the set combined with the necessity of these
added positions meant that my plot had to be less uniform and symmetrical than I
had ever designed before. Brian, in the capacity of my advisor, challenged me to
be less symmetrical and to rely less on standard lighting systems.
Sarah Beth and I also looked at how lighting fixtures were going to impact
the set. She mentioned wanting to include practical ‘miner’ cage lights on the set
along with clip lights. I was very excited by the idea and told her to put up as
many as she wanted. I love when I can direct the eye with a visible source and I
18

loved the look of an incandescent bulb in contrast with all of the LED sources we
were going to use. I felt the practicals helped ground the set and gave me
something real to tie the light to. When she had finished her first pass at
placement, she ran the layout by me. I really appreciated being included in the
conversation and I think we only moved one or two practical fixtures based on my
suggestions because of ideas I already had about how I was hoping to use them. In
addition to the practical lights, we discussed how theatrical fixtures were going to
be treated. Pretty quickly the creative team as a whole decided that seeing the
lights was important to the environment we were creating. We embraced the idea
that this was a theatrical event the audience was participating in. The visible lights
immediately helped to bridge the gap between the world of the story and the
physical theatre. They allowed the audience to exist somewhere in between the
two. I checked in with everyone about the style of the fixtures and how that was
going to relate to the design of the show visually. Based on conversations I had
with the shop about the gear available for the show, I knew there was very high
chance that there was going be an in-house inventory shift towards more LED
fixtures before the load-in. I knew I wasn’t going to be able to avoid using LED
fixtures in visible locations and we ultimately decided we didn’t care about seeing
more modern fixtures alongside older lights. This ended up being very helpful, as
we did have a complete shift in our inventory between my hang plot and my final
plot. With the addition of new moving lights and more LED Source 4 units, I was
able to have more flexibility in the space than anticipated, but even with these
new fixtures, I wanted to make sure I still had plenty of traditional incandescent
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lights to fall back on. I thought the color temperature of those fixtures would
serve us well in certain scenes and bring out the color of Sarah Beth’s set. Brian
and I also had conversations about some of the staging he already had in mind and
what angles were going to be important and helpful conceptually and practically.
Footlights were a big part of that conversation and he encouraged me to add more
lighting gear than I had originally intended to along the edge of the stage. The
unnatural angle the footlights created was very important to my design, but I
wanted to make sure Sarah Beth was ok with exactly how visible the fixtures
would be right on the front of the stage. With her blessing, I put a range of gear
out there, more than I had originally envisioned. I wasn’t sure at first what exactly
some of those units were going to be for, but I found ways to utilize them. In fact,
the 14” scoop unit I plotted as a side footlight, became one of my favorite fixtures
to turn on.
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2.2: Area Layouts
2.2.1: Area Layout 1 – General

2.2.2: Area Layout 2 – 5-Across
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2.2.3: Area Layout 3 – Special Areas
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2.3: Lighting Plot
2.3.1: Overhead Plot
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2.3.2: Front of House
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2.3.3: Front of House Low
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2.3.4: Tech Boxes
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2.3.5: Ladders and Booms
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2.3.6: Deck and Pit
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2.3.7: Set Mounts
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2.3.8: Practicals
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2.3.9: Section
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2.4: Paperwork
2.4.1: Channel Hookup
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2.5: Position Photographs
2.5.1: Added 4A Truss
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2.5.2: Upstage Goalpost
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2.5.3: Trap

2.5.4: Edge of the Deck
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2.5.5: House Right

2.5.6: House Left
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2.5.7: View from Front of House
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2.6: Pre-Tech Programming
I didn’t do a lot of pre-tech programming. I didn’t want to work too far
ahead and get attached to anything too early. Instead, I spent time during the
onstage rehearsals looking at what I could do with the rig and really familiarizing
myself with it so I could be better prepared for tech. I found out how my moving
lights were going to function and which were going to be more useful to me in the
long run. I was surprised by how much I loved the balcony rail moving lights and
the one I had placed on the floor. They allowed me to cover more areas than I
intended in really interesting and unusual ways. I also spent some of this time
looking at color and the color mixing capabilities of our new gear. I programed
groups and some basic focus and color palettes. For this show, I didn’t feel it was
necessary to make an Eos magic sheet. I also didn’t worry about getting the cue
structure into the board ahead of time. I had limited time in the space, and
ultimately decided it wasn’t going to be worth the time. This team worked in a
very improvisational way, and I figured there were going to be some major shifts
as we moved to the stage, settled into tech, and established our language on stage.
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2.7: Design Run Reflections and Notes
I felt pretty good coming out of the design run. I had seen a stumble
through about a week earlier and, if anything, the show had just gotten tighter in
that time. I was a little nervous about the size of the show and the scope of what
we wanted to do with our limited tech time, but the design run actually helped me
feel a better about things. I could see in my mind how I was planning to light
certain scenes and things popped out to me as I was watching that I hadn’t noticed
before but could use to my advantage. After the design run, Erin, our stage
manager, wanted to have a paper tech. There wasn’t a time that lighting, sound,
and projections were all available within our pre-tech window, so we all met
individually with her. I don’t think it was nearly as useful without us all in the
room together with Brian. Erin and I met and went through a bit of my script
together, but eventually I left it with her to go through with the caveat that, for
this show in particular, most of the cue placements would not be solid until we
were in the space with Brian and the other designers. Again, with how
improvisational the team worked and how much we drew from and relied on each
other, I expected things to develop and settle into something more concrete as we
found our footing in tech.
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Chapter 3: The Tech Process
3.1: Designing During Tech
The lead up to tech was a little overwhelming because I was trying to
prepare for every possibility at once, but when we got into the room, the general
shape of what things were going to look like lighting-wise came together
relatively quickly and smoothly. I was able to fall back on my concept
consistently and at the same time, not be too attached if it wasn’t serving the
moment well anymore. I started lighting over the onstage rehearsals on Monday
and Tuesday night. I don’t think I kept anything I made during those rehearsals,
but I think the time it afforded me to explore my lighting rig and really find out
what it could and couldn’t do was invaluable. During one of those sessions, I
played with some of the color changing gear in the rig. For fun I threw the cyc
into a really saturate shade of purple. At some point, Brian leaned over and said
that it was too much. I completely agreed. I knew I wasn’t going to get a change
to really look at some of the lights capabilities during tech with what I was
planning on using for my color palette. It was good to get it out of my system so I
didn’t feel tempted to try something like that later if I was stuck.
I feel really good about where we ended up landing with color. Looking
back on my research plates, I can tie distinct moments to images and I liked my
overall through line. I have often found myself using saturate color as a quick fix
to help a design along in the past. This show I couldn’t do that. I needed to be
restrained about where and when I used color and how much I was using because
it was so tied into my concept for the piece. It was a little bit of a challenge at first
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because my default to finding a new look or varying up what we’re seeing on
stage is to try another color. It got easier as the process moved on and I didn’t feel
the temptation to use colors I hadn’t really thought about conceptually
beforehand. I was able to find subtly in the color combinations I was utilizing and
still found distinct moments to return to the saturate shades I enjoy using. In
particular, the balcony scenes in act two were heavily influenced by my German
Expressionism research. Using color to motivate and help illustrate the changes
taking place in Gullen was one of the most important things the lighting did in
this production.
I didn’t have any huge lighting work notes during the tech process. It was
unusual, but I think that the lack of work notes was a result of my early attempts
to plan for everything. For the most part, I was focused on cueing and settled into
using the rig as it was. I didn’t have enough time to find the notes I might have
during another tech process. Some of the lack of detail led to the messiness of the
lighting design. It ultimately fit with what I was trying to achieve within the piece
and I think we may have even cancelled some work and focus notes over the
course of a rehearsal because they just weren’t necessary anymore. We spent a lot
of time cueing this show. In addition to our normal tech with the actors, we spent
every free moment during the day Monday through Thursday dry teching with all
of the designers and Brian in the room. I don’t know that we could have achieved
what we did without all of that additional time. We had so many ideas that we just
needed to try moments and work out what was successful and what wasn’t going
to work for the version of the show we had. Tech for this show was incredibly fast
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paced but I never felt that there was excessive pressure in the room. I really
enjoyed working with this team and I believe the comradery we developed early
on was essential to getting through this process with as little stress as possible.
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3.2: Magic Sheet
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3.3: Cheat Sheet
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3.4: Group List
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3.5: Cue List
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3.6: Spot Cue List
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Chapter 4: Production Photographs
4.1: Act 1
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4.2: Act 2
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4.3: Act 3
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Chapter 5: Final Reflection
I went back to see The Visit a week after it opened. The cast had settled
into their roles and blocking and the show was much tighter. The cues were called
much more accurately and the technical aspects came together better than I
remembered. I think time helped the show become much more cohesive. As with
any design, there were moments I found myself enjoying more than I had in the
previous week and moments that could have used additional work. I still felt
strongly that the general ideas behind the production were successful and, for the
most part, furthered and enhanced the story.
This show challenged me to break out of the normal things I fall back on
when designing a show. I had to rethink what I was doing, how I was approaching
the work, and be much more specific when I was planning and plotting than I
have ever had to before. In the construction of the plot, Brian challenged me to
think outside and beyond my typical repertory systems and, while I definitely put
them in the plot, I don’t think I ever turned on a basic system completely and
actually kept it in the show. Scenic and lighting conflicts came up at focus that
required me to repurpose some of my systems to be something more unique and
specific to this show. We found that there had been some miscommunication
about the location of a plastic border. It was much lower and closer to the lights
than I anticipated. While I don’t know if the conflict issues were my fault or not,
it didn’t really matter. I was frustrated that I hadn’t double checked myself and
plotted my lights better, but I found a way to get past it and finish up focus in less
time than I anticipated. As I usually find myself under plotting, I threw a few
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systems in at the last moment just in case, including a small system of lights in the
stage left tech box where I didn’t have much hung. I was unsure about what I was
going to use these for, but they ended up being some of the most useful lights in
the plot. That warm diagonal system helped me to really shape people on the
apron and I found I didn’t need to sneak in the front light system if I was using
them. This plot and focus re-enforced the idea that remaining flexible when I
encounter obstacles might lead to something more interesting down the line.
I was very lucky to work with a scenic designer that allowed lighting to
have a very big presence in the space. Sarah Beth’s flexibility and willingness to
collaborate allowed me to try things and use angles and fixtures that would have
been much harder, or impossible, to achieve without her support. I think that we
worked very well together to establish this world and the role lighting plays in it.
It has made me realize how important having a good relationship with a scenic
designer can be and how much I enjoy being involved early in developmental
stages of the process. I felt comfortable enough to be able to comment and make
suggestions without being told to ‘stay in my lane’. I’m very proud that the
fluorescent tube change remained in the show. It allowed the audience to see a
connection to the town and the slow shift to the neon yellow light over the course
of the story and I’m especially happy that it was initially actor driven and not
theatre ‘magic’. We managed to play with this shift but not give away the finale
and I think the neon lights on the front of house bridges helped a lot with that.
Ultimately I think a lot of the success of the lighting design was a product of how
well I worked with Sarah Beth and how open she was to my ideas. Without that
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relationship, I think the lighting wouldn’t have been as ingrained in the fabric of
the play and successful as it was.
I felt like I had a good working relationship with Jeremy for the majority
of the show as well. His projections and my lighting found moments to co-exist
and I think those moments were very successful and collaborative. In particular
the ladder fall wouldn’t have been successful with me attempting to create the
shadow and the panther hunt was not something that I would not have been able
to achieve with lighting alone. The projections helped in play into the idea that
this was a low-tech show and since we were also playing with real shadows, I
think it tied the two together nicely and added a through line to the story and our
designs. In retrospect I would have like to work closer with Jeremy to find more
of these moments to use the shadow figures so their presence could have been
more consistent across all three acts. I think we ran out of time to find the more
subtle moments to incorporate his work into what we had and were too quick to
cut some of the moments that needed more development.
Brian and I maintained an open dialogue throughout the piece. We were
on the page about the show as a whole, but we had moments were we felt
differently about how a scene should be approached. In particular, I found the end
of act one challenging. In the final moment of that act, the townspeople resist
Claire’s proposal. The scene was lit with harsh white lights and felt out of place in
the context of the show as a whole. I think that, while it was an interesting idea, it
was something that should have been worked through the piece as a whole if we
were going to embrace it. I felt like there was not another moment to link that idea
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to in the show and it wasn’t as successful as it could have been. We also disagreed
on the funeral procession. I had a hard time placing that moment in Capri, as
Brian asked. It didn’t make sense to me in the moment. Ultimately I’m glad he
insisted on the shift, as the blue we settled into was so different from anything
else we had witnessed over the course of the show and therefore gave the moment
more weight.
As with all shows, I wish I had more time in tech and a few preview
performances. It would have been helpful for me to move around the space more
and experience the show at different angles. I should have also used my assistant
more to do this. While I did send him upstairs to watch from that angle, it would
have been helpful to have him sit in the front few rows of the seats as well. After
taking a week off between watching performances, I also noticed some things,
specifically moving light focuses, which could have been cleaner with more time.
For the most part those focus notes were minor, but they were the kind of thing I
had trouble spending a lot of time on with how fast we were moving in tech. I
think there are some really strong cues, some weak cues, and some cues that felt a
little out of place with the design arch of the entire piece and I could have spent
more time cleaning that up. I would love another chance to explore this show
even more thoroughly, but for the most part I’m incredibly proud of the
production we presented.
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